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General introductionGeneral introductionGeneral introductionGeneral introduction on the context and applied methods  on the context and applied methods  on the context and applied methods  on the context and applied methods     
 

    What are we analyzing/domainsWhat are we analyzing/domainsWhat are we analyzing/domainsWhat are we analyzing/domains    What do we analyze?What do we analyze?What do we analyze?What do we analyze?    

 Approach 1Approach 1Approach 1Approach 1  
 IDENTIFICATION OF ALL POSSIBLE DOMAINS OF POP 

CULTURE TACKLING THE TOPICS OF THE STUDY 

Result 1.1.Result 1.1.Result 1.1.Result 1.1.    1. Desk research – Internet and 
interviews, meetings with 

specialists and NGO, 

2. Collecting data from all grant 

programmes, state aid for grants 

for minorities, culture: main 

purpose what type of projects 

have been submitted and 
awarded, in order to follow the 

general mainstream of the film 

producers and screen-writers. 

In which cases we do encounter the topic of stereotypes in 
popular culture domains, excluding media 

outlets/mainstream media (please be careful the database 

in sheet 1 comprising about 20 contributions to some major 

media articles and reportages that are mainly representing 

the media image on these issues, which si further mapped 

in detailed in the xls sheet n2 search in mainstream media). 

There can be provided various outputs: comparison 
between culture domains, art domains and general trends 

in the development of specific art sectors.  

Result 1.2.Result 1.2.Result 1.2.Result 1.2.    3. Collecting data from the existing 

electronic databases, such as 

Audiovisual Fund, Slovak Film 

Council, musical fund, national 

awareness council and similar 

digitalized heritage of science, 

culture and art 

What is the main trend in culture products? What is the 

place of the topic of stereotyping the minorities in the 

modern culture domains? Do the national programmes and 

financial incentives influence it? Is it a national politic or it is 

an artistic-driven topic? Is it a public demand supplied by 

the pop culture representatives 

Result 1.3.Result 1.3.Result 1.3.Result 1.3.    Analyses of the media mainstream 

outputs: 

Mainstream media, quantitative data on the topics, some 

main issues to be listed, at least 10 most popularized topics 

in negative/positive/culture stereotyping. Can a difference 

be made in according to some internal and external factors 
(political, social economic) how the stereotypes are 

changed 

Approach 2Approach 2Approach 2Approach 2    Public questionnaire   

Result 2.1Result 2.1Result 2.1Result 2.1    Online questionnaire https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1xkrqBXuE4oJZ8jL-

XB1U8kMHZP_Ky6fS8Qndszaw9xg/viewform?pli=1 

Result 2.2.Result 2.2.Result 2.2.Result 2.2.    Analyses of questionnaire/structured 

questionnaires 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Bt720FOnoEheVXMhYXj

T7TUb7tKno5oPsOyk5tkVxbE/viewform 

Approach 3Approach 3Approach 3Approach 3    Video records   

Result 3.1.Result 3.1.Result 3.1.Result 3.1.    Interviews video shots 9   

Result 3.2.Result 3.2.Result 3.2.Result 3.2.    Analyses of the interviews   

 



 
Who are the minorWho are the minorWho are the minorWho are the minorities?ities?ities?ities?    

 

Despite the Holocaust, economic transfers, transfer of 

population and persecution fascist, National 
Democratic communist regime and later in the 40th to 

90s years of the 20 century, Slovakia is now the most 

ethnically heterogeneous country in Central Europe. 

Officially, more than 10% but unofficially nearly 20% of 

the population are ethnic minorities. The largest ethnic 

minority in Slovakia, according to census of 2001, the 

Hungarian minority (9.7%), followed by the Roma 
minority (1.7%), Czech (0.8%) and other minorities do 

not even reach 1% representation in the population: 

Ruthenia, Ukrainian, German, Polish, Moravian, 

Croatian, Russian, Bulgarian and Jewish. Opinion polls 

indicate long-term tension, prejudice and aversion to 

most minorities. Problems and the status of minorities 
in the Slovak society are long-term priority in the 

political agenda and in the public debate in Slovakia 

and there is no reason to consider this trend as 

outdated, or in the short-term solvable. This fact is only 

potentiated by the ongoing segregation of Roma, anti-

Semitism, aversion to migrants from the East and abuse 

of this topic in political struggles 

The popular culture has been reflecting the 

complicated relations of Slovak and foreigners (the 
others Roma, Jewish and etc.) for the last 2 centuries, 

trying to present them within the general agrarian 

pictures of the rural Slovak economy. The literature is 

depicting single characteristics in order to compare 

with the domestic population and create a kind of 

stereotyped image of the others. 

19th century the literature of travelling stories depicted 

some of the ongoing trends of public stereotypes 
towards the minority population of Jews, Hungarian, 

Germans and Romai. The literature describes a myriad 

of cases of attributing negative connotations to the 

ethnic minorities above-mentioned.  

However, we could say that the stereotypes towards 

others have been greatly mainstreamed throughout 

the period of Romantizmus, when national conscious 

was in the process of development. Apart from that the 

economic reasons deepened the differences between 
ethnic communities, so it was followed by a strong 

stereotypes paradigm. 

 

Is there a culture of tolerance?Is there a culture of tolerance?Is there a culture of tolerance?Is there a culture of tolerance?    

The culture of tolerance towards otherness has strong 
roots in Slovakia and in view of the recently weak civil 

society, totalitarian regimes ruling in Slovakia 

significant part of the 20th century and the socio-

demographic characteristics of the Slovak population. 

Consequently, there is a trend of certain radicalization 

of the relations between minority - majority, and 
particularly in relations with the Romai population 

versus Slovaks (usual stereotyped comparisons with 

the poor Eastern Slovak population). The relationship 

Roma and non-Roma is in itself nationally encoded 

greatest potential for radicalization of Slovak political 

scene and even compared to other extremely complex 

issues with which Slovakia wrestling.  

The most important in the context of the debate in 

Slovakia appears to be the ability to cope with Roma 
issue not only as a matter of protection of minority 

rights, but above all as a matter of post-industrial 

Western world in order to prevent social exclusion, 

marginalization and spreading the culture of poverty, 

in other words, to prevent the emergence of "two-

thirds society" and of the environment underclass. The 
Roma issue and conceals explosive potential to break 

the trends of transformation and modernization 

process of creating a liberal-democratic regime in 

Slovakia.    

 

OldOldOldOld----new stereotypesnew stereotypesnew stereotypesnew stereotypes    

National minoritiesNational minoritiesNational minoritiesNational minorities. Amongst the acknowledged 

national minorities in Slovakia, by law, we could list few 

such as Bulgarians, Germans, Croats, Serbians, Roma 

and etc. However most unfinished process of 

reconciliation is the Slovakia-Hungarian one. In terms 

of the needs of the Hungarian national minorities, 
which are part of the 1918 themselves against their will 

in countries other than the Hungarian majority, 
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however, integration issues, respectively. Assimilation 

of minorities and the Roma minority to prevent further 

non-institutionalized and informal segregation. 

The issue of Hungarians is a topic of mostly outdoor 
advertising, there have been identified just one film 

presenting the conflict itself, and there are mostly 

media reportages as well as posters and etc. PC items 

fitting political campaigns and nationalism campaigns. 

 

New minoritiesNew minoritiesNew minoritiesNew minorities are becoming Vietnamese, Chinese, 

Russian, Afghan, Armenian and Arab minority, was 

more pronounced in social life and become afro – 

Slovaks. Among these new minorities will make a big 

difference: 

♦ Level of integration and assimilation; 

♦ maintaining a degree of ethnic exclusivity; 

♦ types of activities that are predominantly carried 

out ; 

♦ degree of social distance , which will cause the 

majority population. 

 

The highest level of integration and long-term 

assimilation can be expected in Armenian, Russians, 

Afghans and Afro - Slovaks, and amongst migrants 
based on common economic activity (Vietnamese, 

Chinese). Given the widespread use latent racism in 

Slovak society it can expect a high degree of rejection 

of people of different skin colour, which affects 

particularly African- Slovaks usual victims of to racial 

violence. In connection with the increased number of 
Muslims and general inexperience of Slovak population 

it is also to be expected a greater strong primitive 

Islamophobia. 

 

Historical presence and reflection of migrantsHistorical presence and reflection of migrantsHistorical presence and reflection of migrantsHistorical presence and reflection of migrants    

Mapped trends of public opinion 

♦ The tendency to equate refugees and Roma 

♦ Local government representatives are poorly 

educated about the issue of refugees and often-
unconscious causes of their negative influence 

public opinion. 

♦ The city government is not willing to invest in the 

migrants. 

♦ Parents are not willing to help young refugees 

who arrive unaccompanied. 

♦ The company says about him that refusal home for 

refugees is not racism. 

♦ Non-resident immigrants who seek asylum in 

Slovakia are often victims 

♦ The public most often associated with refugees 

Disease and crime. 

♦ Many people in Slovakia take more immigrants 

than unemployed in the labor market 

♦ Many times strange culture is associated with 

another affiliate of religion, which in recent years 

exposed to the manifestations of terrorism 

♦ Many Slovaks claim that Slovakia is a happy 

country and fear of foreigners who seek refuge 

and fleeing poverty and conflict, reflect upon them 

for threatening element 

♦ Slovaks tend undercutting the people because 

they have different customs and skin color and use 

unintelligible language 
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Description of the chosen samplesDescription of the chosen samplesDescription of the chosen samplesDescription of the chosen samples and  and  and  and 

methodologymethodologymethodologymethodology    
749 media items of PC, 259 publications such as studies 

and researches studying the type of stereotypes fully 

supported by the state programmes. 

A special study of the media mainstream has been 

done – very profound and complex participation of 

media mainstream in the development of the 

stereotypes.  

 

StereotypesStereotypesStereotypesStereotypes    

= The image of people who are attacking the country 

in Slovakia 

= Strongly functioning and its opposition to foreign 

refugees, causing a very strong fixed ideas about 

immigrants threatening foreigners 

= In general terms, people with us understand the 

moral obligation to help people in need, but fears they 
evoke myths that are not based on any rational 

arguments and facts. 

= The cause of many of these myths is mainly fear of 

the unknown and that can be overcome gradually 

aligned to cultural openness, tolerant thinking and 

understanding of the situation of the other. 

= The problem therefore are not themselves refugees, 

but hostile attitudes, intolerance and racism, which 

caused their isolation and make it impossible for them 

to become full members of our society. 

 

FeedbackFeedbackFeedbackFeedback    

" In our neighborhood do not live, nor of us do not go 

to school refugees. So it's not our problem. " 

"Refugees are those people like me. It could be that I 

would become refugees. So it is important to deal with 

refugees and help them. " 

" We should be welcoming to new arrivals. Not only to 
refugees. Can you be that you're new in school? Would 

you be unwelcome? " 

" Einstein was also a refugee. Refugees also bring a lot 

to the country. " 

" Newspapers are often poorly informed about 

refugees. It is important to establish the truth. " 

" We should try to help people who are in trouble or 

have a worse fate than we do. " 

" Although our country has sold weapons to a country 
where there is war. Weapons often cause people have 

to flee. " 

" It's not my fault that the war. Why should I be 

interested in refugees? 

 

The increasing activity of radical The increasing activity of radical The increasing activity of radical The increasing activity of radical ---- nationalist forces  nationalist forces  nationalist forces  nationalist forces     

The problem that may constitute a danger to the 
integration of ethnic minorities into society is the 

spread of right-wing extremism. This issue has been 

around since 1989 in Slovakia underestimated by 

pointing to the fact that social and political forces 

occupying extremist positions belong to marginalized 

groups without real influence on public affairs. At the 

beginning of the 21st century, but Slovakia has 
consolidated extremist scene, which has a real impact 

on the political forces represented in Parliament. 

 

Media mirroring the public tensionsMedia mirroring the public tensionsMedia mirroring the public tensionsMedia mirroring the public tensions    

The analysis of media (l990 - 1995) shows that the 
problems of the Romai during the period under 

consideration did not attract such attention, as their 

particular nature should have merited. There was no 

television discussion of problems and although the 

Romai question was considered in several genres 

(mainly in news agency reports, running 
commentaries, courtroom reports, interviews), 

individual contributions were relatively isolated and 

“atomized”. 

These are examples of the “trivialization”, “pushing off” 

and disparaging of awkward situations, well known 

from the literature on prejudice. At the same time, 

there is a typical set phrase "to use double standards" 

in evaluation.  Several other contributions aspire to a 

more balanced approach, outlining two levels of the 
Roma question: a) the difficult situation in relation to 

solving the Roma question in Slovakia, b) its misuse for 

propaganda (often in foreign mass media). There is 

even a sporadic use of a common category of "Romas 
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and Slovaks", mainly using historical connotations and 

analogies (both Romai society and Slovak society had 
often been the object of attempts at assimilation, both 

receive unequal media publicity, and are often looking 

for freedom to emigrate, etc.).  

The media offer a wealth of information on positive 

features of the coexistence of Romas with the majority 

population, quoting positive examples and attempting 

to promote the Romas outlook. Paradoxically, these 

examples often result not in altering the common 
consciousness, but in more than one case, in 

confirming traditional prejudices towards Romas (the 

motive of singularity). 

For the last 5 years the current image of Roma in the 

Slovak in media mainstreams the views and opinions of 

the majority. The dominant features of this painting are 

manifestations of latent racism and intolerance against 

Roma. The characteristic elements of the image of 

Roma in the media are highlighting the prejudices and 
stereotypes created by the Roma majority, but the 

media for racism not considered. 

The image of Roma in comparison with other 

nationalities, ethnic or other minorities is specific. 

Supporting the information about crime, social issues 

and information present psychosocial characteristics of 

the Roma. Most of these reports are negative 

emotionally tuned against Romai. The existence of so-
called. "Expert estimates" of the number of Roma 

demographics of their minority generate the majority 

of negative moods and attitudes towards Roma as 

individuals and to the minority as a whole. Negative 

stereotypes and prejudices against Roma originated 

during the historical development and were 

determined by the nature of the political and socio-
economic status of the company, which Roma was 

more or less, tolerated part, respectively. Were the 

object of severe repression, and the long-term 

stability? 

 

A special research on the state-supported culture 

events have been done – findings: stereotyping a 

particular forms of the minority culture, positive 

discrimination does not support the development of 

the public discussion on negative reactions 

Themed researches on samplesThemed researches on samplesThemed researches on samplesThemed researches on samples (visual arts brings (visual arts brings (visual arts brings (visual arts brings 

more emotional impact and articulate easiermore emotional impact and articulate easiermore emotional impact and articulate easiermore emotional impact and articulate easier the  the  the  the 
bases of the stereotypes, however in most of the bases of the stereotypes, however in most of the bases of the stereotypes, however in most of the bases of the stereotypes, however in most of the 

cases the stereotypes are just reflected, multiplied cases the stereotypes are just reflected, multiplied cases the stereotypes are just reflected, multiplied cases the stereotypes are just reflected, multiplied 

or even misused as a form/topic and subject of the or even misused as a form/topic and subject of the or even misused as a form/topic and subject of the or even misused as a form/topic and subject of the 

PC product):PC product):PC product):PC product):    

To be presented themed reports on filmsTo be presented themed reports on filmsTo be presented themed reports on filmsTo be presented themed reports on films        

To be presented themed reports on photographTo be presented themed reports on photographTo be presented themed reports on photographTo be presented themed reports on photographssss    

 

Distribution of the items per category of minority 

 

    
Distribution of the reflection of minority/imigrant 

stereotypes per type fo PC products 
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Main findings Main findings Main findings Main findings     
 

Stereotypes and pictures in our headsStereotypes and pictures in our headsStereotypes and pictures in our headsStereotypes and pictures in our heads1111    

Stereotypes are social product emotionally coloured 

and in most cases there are based on no foundations, 
these are just reproduction and stylization and 

simplification of reality of the public environment, 

which they do stereotyping.2 

Stereotypes are important tools of the public and 

individual trends. The literature is one of the few media 

of national heritage following the trends of stereotypes 

in various historical moments of the development of 

the society.  

The above-mentioned is however strongly supported 

by the cultural content mainstreamed by the media 
(photo reportages, video footages, texts), online blogs, 

and the film productions presenting the “others” as 

well as random culture events fueled mainly by 

financial sources of policies and programmes. There 

can be outlined two different forms of popular culture 

expression, the official culture products supported by 

the state and given special finances, and the culture 
products of individual initiatives, which is extremely 

random and non popular at all. 

Minority culture bodies producing cultural producMinority culture bodies producing cultural producMinority culture bodies producing cultural producMinority culture bodies producing cultural products ts ts ts 

for the majorityfor the majorityfor the majorityfor the majority – “high culture”, exclusivity – 2 

theatrical groups and a couple of orchestra, musical 

bands, dance groups. 

PC products of the entertainment business are mostly 

presented by individual artists (musician and dancers) 

of the Afro-migrants or Gypsies. These products are 

mostly not well recorded, just few artists managed to 
release a CD. Most of those artists are part of the going 

out culture. We could characterize their expressions as 

the poor popular culture products targeting tourists 

and visitors of the biggest cities 

 

 

                                                   
1 Walter Lippman, Public Opinion, 1922 

2 H.H.Hahn, Germal cultorologist 

Popular culture and stereotypes in Slovakia can be 

briefly described as follows: 

 

♦ Stereotypes of negative nature are finding place in 

the popular culture products of media such as 
journalistic products, outdoor advertising, new 

media websites and blogging. 

♦ PC ethnographic PC ethnographic PC ethnographic PC ethnographic –––– folkloristic approach folkloristic approach folkloristic approach folkloristic approach to 

stereotypes (bringing the issues of the others to 

the majority through the ethnographic 

characteristics such as food, folklore music and 

dance and songs, colouritte costumes and 

customs, traditions) 

♦ PC individualistic approach to minoritiesPC individualistic approach to minoritiesPC individualistic approach to minoritiesPC individualistic approach to minorities – 

searching for the exemptions, presenting 

individuals breaking the stereotypes  

♦ PC of outdoor advertisingPC of outdoor advertisingPC of outdoor advertisingPC of outdoor advertising reflecting the 
stereotypes towards minorities fueled by political 

tensions (Hungarians, Romas). 

♦ Absence of minorities/migrants issues in the PCAbsence of minorities/migrants issues in the PCAbsence of minorities/migrants issues in the PCAbsence of minorities/migrants issues in the PC 

products of the theatrical performance, fine arts 

♦ PC products usually tackling minority/migrantstackling minority/migrantstackling minority/migrantstackling minority/migrants 

issues: media, TV, Internet, researches and 

scientific studies well popularized via the 

journalists, films, photography, ethnic literature 

(Roma) 

♦ PC products are usually reflecting generally reflecting generally reflecting generally reflecting generally 

popularized stereotypes popularized stereotypes popularized stereotypes popularized stereotypes about the culture 

features of certain minorities – ethnographic 
approach, fixed images – A Gypsy singer and violin 

player comments on that it is offensive to consider 

the Roma violin player does not need to invest 

time in drilling cause it has it in its blood. It is a 

wrong consideration even amongst of the people 

doing music. 

♦ Many of the positive stereotypespositive stereotypespositive stereotypespositive stereotypes about the 

minorities are turned into kitch – dance, music 

♦ Films are usually reproducing the general Films are usually reproducing the general Films are usually reproducing the general Films are usually reproducing the general 

expectation of the publicexpectation of the publicexpectation of the publicexpectation of the public – a replica of the well-
established stereotypes, each film starts with 

footage from the Roma camps, many children no 

food, dirty, and poor culture of singing and 

dancing just over the ruins of the poverty.  
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♦ However some of the film products try to break 

the stereotypes by employing a modern tools and 
techniques of filmmaking, placing individualists in 

the centre of the film, trying to depict its emotions 

in contrast with the general sentiment of the 

society and its expectations. 

♦ The film production has borrowed the social borrowed the social borrowed the social borrowed the social 

stereotypes of minoritiesstereotypes of minoritiesstereotypes of minoritiesstereotypes of minorities for the purposes of 

being attractive. Therefore the stereotypes are 

viewed through the perspective of the popular 

culture products as attractions. 

♦ Few films are trying to depict the stereotypes of Few films are trying to depict the stereotypes of Few films are trying to depict the stereotypes of Few films are trying to depict the stereotypes of 
understanding between minorities and understanding between minorities and understanding between minorities and understanding between minorities and 

majority. majority. majority. majority.     

♦ Stereotypes are largely manifested through the Stereotypes are largely manifested through the Stereotypes are largely manifested through the Stereotypes are largely manifested through the 

mainstream media.mainstream media.mainstream media.mainstream media.    

♦ State programmes mostly support events, it is State programmes mostly support events, it is State programmes mostly support events, it is State programmes mostly support events, it is 

very much financial incevery much financial incevery much financial incevery much financial incentive driven than ntive driven than ntive driven than ntive driven than 

resulted as a culture consideration.resulted as a culture consideration.resulted as a culture consideration.resulted as a culture consideration.    

    

Frequency: presence of stereotype in sampled item: 
HIGHHIGHHIGHHIGH: 50 TO 80% in all films, media a photographs, 

scientific literature and etc. 

 

Resilience: presence of stereotype over considered 
time: MEDIUMMEDIUMMEDIUMMEDIUM 30 TO 50% trend in radicalization of the 

stereotypes and lack of intention to look for 

argumentation breaking the stereotype sin mainstream 

media, film production, photo exhibitions, 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Main findings from the interviewsMain findings from the interviewsMain findings from the interviewsMain findings from the interviews    
 

The topic of ethnic minorities and right extremism 
events are considered xenophobic trends coming from 

the West of Europe. The extremism in Slovakia is linked 

to the anti-Roma trends however it is mainstreamed in 

the form of the social and usually even political 

populism. 

Jewish people feel that there is a slight note of anti-

Semitism however there is a kind of tolerance. People 

from the society shall be sensitive to these things. If a 

Jewish cemetery is destroyed in a village of Lower 
Austria, the mayor expresses concern about the public 

reactions. Jewish people live with the anti-Semitisms 

for a longer time and they have reconcile with it, 

however it is more about the majority of the society 

and its sensibility to the existence of events of 

extremism. 

In a daily life there are many symbols of discrimination 

in the public life. 

Manifestation of the differences is mostly recognized in 

the music. 

The culture differences are part of the ethnics, however 
it is part of the international and world music or 

culture. 

The subculture is celebrated as the state positive 

relation and not as spontaneous expression of the 

public reaction. 

However we should accept that supporting of the 

subcultures of minorities open their characteristics to 

the majority and draws down the barriers. 

The Roma problems have deepen for the last 20 years, 

however we could say that nationalism is deepening in 

the rural areas and in the vicinity of the Roma camps 

Sociologists try to understand the nationalism through 

the perspective of economic aspects, ethnic 

nationalism and work with the community of ethnic 

minority. 

The stereotypes are forms of categorization of the 

world around us. Human beings are communicating 

through the stereotypes and antagonisms of two 

worlds “ours” and “foreign” and through the schemes 

of dualisms. 
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The fact is that there are stereotypes categorizations 

and schemes based on the social public life, although it 
should be mentioned that the different levels of 

stereotyping some of those are extremes and could be 

danger.  

Today the polarization of the society finds its reflection 

in the culture products. The most important now is the 

roma-nonroma relation as this ethnic group is most 

affected and the nationalism could be transferred into 

extremisms. 

The culture products gives more opportunities for 

minorities to strengthen the positive effect of the 
positive differences, this role of the culture products is 

part of the civilization processes in one society. 

Many culture products are based on the folklorisation 

of the ethnic minorities. 

Educational products however are full of examples of 

nationalist content referring to the opposition Slovaks-

Hungarians. Therefore through a systematic change 

the public shall be opening the discussion and placing 

a public offer and need to initiate this change in the 

perception of the minorities. 

The way the Roma issues are described in the film 

production. The film has a broader impact, however 

the description of the minorities is still stereotyped. 

The films and arts highlight the normative way of 

presenting the missions supporting the humankind, 

yet stereotyped models of perception of the minorities 

are manifested. 

The science is studying the culture dimensions of the 

world cause we cannot solve the issues of minorities 

without arts the broader areas of the description of the 

issues the folkloric kitch is not the proper way to break 

the stereotypes through the PC. 

Today PC uses the stereotypes as tool, subject and 
approach of self-reflex ion. In general the national 

culture is based on the stereotypes. We have to ensure 

the civilization work with the stereotypes in order to 

avoid killing each other cause of the colours of our skin. 

The differences offered by ethnic minorities are a 

source for my films because the differences according 

to me would help us to distinguish in the society of 

consumers. The media offer a very limited reporting 

that do not help the public develop a tolerant models 

and understanding towards the minorities. It depends 
on the artists and writers how to improve the tolerant 

environment in our societies. It is the main role of the 

PC through the ages. The person whom we live 

together we need to learn more about his or her 

history. The art shall be focused on the processes of 

revealing the differences offered by the minorities. We 

are living in the period of animated and attraction art 
products, we live in the world of attractions and media 

is feeding this world with media products. Though the 

mainstream media point is more on the criminality of 

the minorities because it is part of the world of 

attractions. 

There cannot be passed the fact that some artists 

misuse the stereotypes towards minorities in order to 

produce marketable products for the festivals and 
commercial media. Some artists depict the stereotypes 

in the mode of attractions and consider it a source of a 

drive to achieve a success in the international festivals. 

In those cases the film is produced, however the artist 

is not part of the process of breaking the stereotypes. It 

is the art for art to be in certain society and it is visible 

that it is not sincere and just filmed without a personal 

touch. 

The minority issues and stereotypes related to them 

could give a birth of a new artistic genre, the genre of 

truth and sincere humankind art. 

Today the filmmakers are trying to identify their own 

camp, however these films do not offer anything and 

do not impact the public opinion. Some filmmakers are 

misusing the Roma issues by finding the ethnic 

minorities and stereotypes of them as a source of 

sensibilisation of the public opinions. 

The reasons for changing the stereotypes should 
appear amongst those who are stereotyped cause 

some people make profit on it so they do not have a 

reason to change it. 
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The Society Development Institute introduced the 

event framework of open meetings linked to data 

collected and taking into consideration interviews with 

prominent influential actors. 

The open meetings aimed to provoke the public and 

record grass-root opinions of different people, age, 

profession and etc. 

The programme of the open meetings is based on 

following milestones: 

♦ Information provided via the website  

♦ Information provided via relevant organizations 

♦ Information provided via outdoor posters 

♦ Distributing leaflet – digital brochures about the 

project 

 

Delivery of the programme of the open meeting: 

♦ Choosing a facilitator of the programme 

♦ Inviting participants from the target groups of 

stereotyping (foreigners and Roma 

representatives) 

♦ Inviting interesting guests 

♦ Placing the topics of stereotypes through 

horizontal and vertical perspective of the 

paradigm of social and economic stereotypes 

linked to the historical development of the Slovak 

society and its traditions 

♦ Screening videos that have been already recorded 

♦ Using some data from the questionnaires and 

public surveys provided by the BEAMS project 

 

 

Type of meetings 

♦ Geographically sensitive – organizing focus group 

and open meetings in Bratislava, in Kosice and in 

Banska Bystrica 

    

From production to perceptionFrom production to perceptionFrom production to perceptionFrom production to perception    
 

In early September 13, we have arranged a two-hours 

focus group meeting in the city of Banska Bystrica. The 
meeting was held with the representatives of the 

European Commission, Youth Centres Organization 

and OESD NGO. We have discussed the issues of 

stereotypes. The participants provided information 

about the school activities focused on stereotyping. A 

mojour problem assessed is the lack of continuity in 

activities aimed to encourage general awareness on 

diversity in the society.  

We have been informed that a new national project 

focused on youth at schools will partially tackle 

diversity and topics of stereotypes, however it will not 

ensure a follow-up activities.  

There is a need on development of a product and a 

pilot project involving youths and children and giving 

them opportunity to express their opinions on a 

regular base beside any project opportunity. 

On 3rd October, we have organized n open meeting in 

the city of Kosice that attracted representatives of the 
general public, teachers in Roma kindergarten, 

foreigners, their kids of international marriages, 

journalists and media experts. 

The city of Kosice is mostly famous for the segregated 

community of Roma people who are considered as 

most problematic in Slovakia. Several grey concrete 

apartments stand clustered on the outskirts of Kosice, 

Slovakia, forming a community of their own. Unlike 

other apartment blocks in the city, however, this 
complex, known as Lunik IX, has no grass underfoot 

and no swings or slides for the children. Garbage lies in 
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heaps around the place, and many of the buildings’ 

windows are shattered. 

Roma settlement in Krasna 

 

Approximately 6,500 people live here. Sometimes three 
or four families share a two-bedroom apartment. 

Electricity is available only in the mornings and 

evenings, and heat and hot water are usually non-

existent, but there’s no shortage of alcoholism, 

gambling, usury, abuse, and incest. The unemployment 

rate is 98 per cent. Poverty and hopelessness pervade. 

Although there is a special culture body of Ramathan 

theatre, the city of Kosice is not so much willing to host 
positive reflections of Roma people in the popular 

culture.  The participants of the discussion, who are 

directly involved in the provision of education services 

to the Roma community mentioned that majour 

problem has been created by the socio-economic 

system and rotten positive discrimination policy in 

Slovakia enabling certain organization to provide one-
off and non-sustainable activities providing non-

solutions for the Roma population. 

The migrants attending the open meeting explained 

that there is not sufficient information about their 

cultures, however they are not able personally to 

change the public opinion.  

The meeting has been attended by the filmmaker and 

culture agent Mr Sorger, who did also commented on 

the promotion of stereotypes in the popular culture. He 

has tried a couple of time to document the traits of 
some minorities living in Kosice, such as Jewish 

population, and he was surprised by the fact that this 

minority is not willing to publically accept its presence. 

The media representatives mentioned that there is a 

lack of interest amongst media to present any positive 

news about Roma population, which creates a lot of 

tension and lack of interest amongst the creative 

business exploring or reflecting the topics above-

mentioned so far. 

Therefor the creative business is very much influenced 
by the mainstream popular culture outputs and does 

not propose a different angle of the topic, as well as it 

tries to bounce from the general view of the Roma 

population as presented in media. 

Another open meeting has been held amongst the 

students of anthropology, October 9. Many of the 

students were also not aware of any breakthrough 

reflection of the minorities in the popular culture of 
Slovakia. Surprisingly many of the students have never 

been in contact with any of the minority. Amongst the 

students we have also representatives of national 

ethnic minorities and Roma population. The students 

were very active in commenting the issues of the 

minorities. According to the participants media are 

providing insufficient and false information and there is 
of course a greater interest in knowing better the 

invisible foreigners living amongst them. 

The final open meeting on October 10th was 

participated by experts who provided provocative 

notion of the stereotypes of way of living and traditions 

in the Slovak society. It was very interesting discussing 

with young people how they do perceive the issues of 

diversity. Attendees discussed on the ways of softening 
the media language and changing the approach to 

minorities by stressing no longer on the ethnic origin of 

criminals or trespassers.  
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♦ minorities are part of the popular culture form 

negative viewpoint, 

♦ there is a selective and not objective information 

proposed 

♦ the culture of minorities should not be specifically 

promoted, 

♦ the minorities do not need to present them as 

such in daily life, 

♦ the minorities are not even willing to solve issues 

of racism and intolerance 

♦ the minorities have been used to the intolerant 

behaviour 

♦ the minorities are not enough promoted in the 

public space 

♦ media are very selective and create negative 

connotations 

♦ creative business is lacking decent research on the 

topics, thus these issues are not part of the 

production 

♦ The existence of various programmes supporting 

the particular group of minorities is creating 

additional tensions as these kind of measures are 

not welcomed in a society and communities of low 
incomes. Usually segregated activities aimed at 

minorities bring an artificial promotion of the 

minority culture via financial incentives are not 

comparable with the general means for culture 

products available in the country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main conclusions & Main conclusions & Main conclusions & Main conclusions & rrrrecommendationsecommendationsecommendationsecommendations  

 

♦ Initiate a continuous pilot actions 

♦ Negotiate with media for regular publications 

♦ Identify positive –driven popular culture agents 

♦ Use video production to record good examples 

♦ Disseminate good examples 

♦ Filming during the pilot actions 

♦ Producing videos and distribution online 

♦ Develop digital newsletters with videos 

♦ Initiate an action of self-promotion  
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